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DP: 
CG: 
I'rn Diana Parnicza and I'rn continuing rny interviews of 
Appalachian Caregivers. This is July the 25th, 1989 and I'm 
conducting 'Interview A with Caregiver #2. 
sense to know ... and 
But it will make 
... he w i l l always will start out with ... when he starts 
talking to you and starts making a statement, his statement 
is a legitimate statement, a statement that would fit in but 
then it trails off and you get into a completely different 
subject matter, so as far as if you were to try to talk with him 
and ask him questions, 
respond to you. 
you know, daddy wouldn't be able to 
DP: And you just ... you wonder sometimes what all he understands 
or do you think you pretty much understand? 
CG: I think he understands more than doctors give him credit for 
and for example, he most always has known my 
husband; he's a 7 ways ... he has al most a 7 ways known me and he 
sometimes doesn't know my mother but he often does know my 
mother. So, he is to the point now, that he knows 
somebody's around and if you smile at him, he smiles at you. 
If there's a smile walks in his room, and my philosphy is 
you don't walk in unless there's a smile plastered on your 
face, I don't care how miserable you are, because that's 
what you get back. And uh, 
you enter the room or whatever, 
.he knows .... he knows when 
but as far as him saying, 
"oh, there comes K. or there comes E.", or whoever , I 
don't know in his mind what he is knows. 
cause that's what I grew up him calling 
He calls me S., 
me . (mmmh) 
he's also called me 0., which is my mother's name, so. 
But 
DP: Does he get any .... is he on any medication? 
CG: No. 
DP: So h e get's no shots or anything? 
CG: Un - huh. He i s tube fed. (okay) He can't eat by mouth 
because he has Parkinson's. 
DP: Okay, let me see. He needs ... you need to turn him right? 
(turn him) and you do get him up in a chair? (get him up, we 
get him up, yeah) You ne e d to dress him and give him a bath 
and everythi ng, don't you? 






Okay. And you give him ... he has a ... a tube in his nose or 
a tube in his belly? 
In his stomach. 
Okay . 
Okay. 
Okay. What about his bowels? Are .. . he's incontinent. 
What about his bladder? Does he have a catheter? Or 
is he incontin e nt? 
He does not have a catheter. But he is incontinent. (okay) 
However, most every time I go to change him, he pees .. . as soon 
as I get his diaper off, he goes. It's funny. (unh) He 
will ... he frequently wets hi s clothes, but sometimes 
I'll ... I'll change him and I get him these diapers, 
know, when you stick ' e m, you can't re s tick 'em; 
you 
the 
diapers. (yeah, yeah) But uh, I'll stick 'em and go to 
change him and he won't be wet, and I'll go, dog gone it 
dad, and so as soon as I get 'em off, he'll wet, you know, 
so. Sometimes I say he knows when he has his pants off. 
He doesn't have any dres s ings, does he? ( We 11 , the one 
2 
around the tube). Does he have any sores on him or anywhere? 
Okay. And you change that every day? 





And he doesn't require suctioning or have a 
No, uhm, up until we had .. . up until the tube was put in his 
stomach, because he has Parkinson's disease and it has 
progressed to the point that when he swa llow' s, a portion of 
hi s food was going into his lungs. And he was . . he was 
keepin' pneu monia. And he was in and out of the hospital 
constantly, on medication constantly and three different 
times, the last three times he was in the hospital, each of 
those times his doctor .... well, one doctor told us that he would 
not leave the hospital ... that he would not make it this 
time. It was just too bad. And of course, the Lord knows 
these th·ings, the doctors don't know anything, but 
anyway, 
and so, 
uh, daddy has the will to live and he overcame it 
they found ... they decided that because it was the 
food particles that was keeping him in pneumonia, that that was 
the only route we had to go. And it was a really hard decision 
make, cause my mother .... she .... she just said, you know, I 
can't make the decision, you know. 
from her. I told her . .. you know, 
But it had to come 
she was leaving it up to 
me and some of the ot her kids and I said, it'll have to come from 
you, mom, I can't .... whatever you do, we'll just pray it's 
the right thing to do, so we finally got up the ne to 
have it done and it was .... it ... for him, it was the best 
thing we'd ever done, but I have said many times, through 
3 
the hard ... I've had to do rnany har·d things in rny life, you 
know, everybody does. Two of the hardest things I've 
ever had to do and still is the hardest is ... is to accept the 
fact that my dad ... a strong, virile man that I looked up to so 
much and had such great respect for, so indepedent, has come to 
the point that he has to be changed like a baby and I knew in my m 
if he had any realization how it would break his heart. And 
the other one is to not be able to put food in his mouth. 
He loved to eat and it 
to be able to feed him, 
strength, and so that, 
. . for us it was hard, and it's still hard 
but he has gained weight, he has gained 
DP: He doesn't get the pneumonia all the time. 
CG: He hasn't had pneumonia. He hasn't had pneumonia since uh, 
March or April (when did they put the tube in?) ... but he 
wa ~ · going in a wek or so every month. That tube was put in then. 
And he was so bad that they couldn't put it in ... he wasn't up 
to ... didn't have the strength, so they wanted to put the 
tube in his nose first. And I said uh, daddy won't need 
that tube. So the doctors said we'll have to tie him down. 
I said, forget it. I will never tie him down; we tied 
him down the first time he went in the hospital. 
And uh, I said I'll never ever put him through that again. 
And he said, well, he's not strong enough, for us to do . .. 
I told him, I said, well, just pray harder and and we'll 
just ho pe for the best and so finally he ... after about a 
week he got strong enough that they, put it in his stomach, 
... and he's done just marvelous with it. The only thing is, 
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which is we're at the point that tube needs to be changed and 
they ... think I can do it, and I don't know how to do it, even 
though they show me; I need somebody ... if someone would ... you kno 
teach school and I teach littl e kids and I know that ... show 
me how to do it; 
and I can do it. 
don't just tell me, show me how to do it 
But don't just tell me. So I need somebody 
to show me how to do that so I can do it. 
get ... see, 
were coming, 
I was hoping a nurse from where I 
would come out here and show me, 
If I can't 
thought you 
but one came 
and she said uh, a long time, she said, ain't no way. And 
I T d that was her words. She said there ain't no way that 
change it. 
hospital. 
It needs ... he needs to be taken in to the 
So I .... we took him in to Dr. G. because of 
that. Oh, there was a ... it got very raw around it and I 
done everything they told me to do; I . . .. I treat him just 
as I, you know, he's just like my baby. You just watch over 
him like a little baby. I did everything I'm supposed to do 
but it got this little irritation and so we took him in an 
ambulance all the way to H., and Dr. G. said, 
this is ridiculous; there's nothing wrong, you're doing just 
fine. Keep up what you're doing. And we asked him about 
changing the tube, and he said, you can change it. It's no 
big deal, so we told him what the nurse had said, that 
there's no way that ... that I should change it. Or she 
wouldn't .... you know what kind of nurse she was! [laughs] 
So ... but ... up ... you know, the tube except for the fact that 
it is having difficulty draining, and I know the 




huh, uh - huh ) a nd know that that's probably getting 
what' s happened, but other than that, he's done real good. 
Was this a 
Thi s wa s 
nurse from the health department or .... 
a nurse from ... from the (C. County Health 
Depa rtment) well, the one that comes from, like, through St. 
Mary's but it goes through Cabe ll, it's Mary something. 
DP: M. C.? 
CG: 
DP: 
I don't know who it is. I've got her card in there. She 
sa id she would not ... I don't know whether ... s he 
who's card I' ve got, so it must be her. 
... that's 
A lot of it depends on the tube. Now I've just been 
visiting 
CG: This is a new tube .... new style., Dr. G. said. 
DP: Okay, so does it have like one tube that goes in and one 
tube that goes this way, across it? 
CG: It's one tube that looks like (foley catheters?) ... it's a 
catheter is what it is. 
DP: So that's just a tube that's coming out? And that's all? 
CG: And on the end of it is a little thing where you would put 
the water in. 
DP: You know, I've changed those all the time. 
CG: 
DP: 
I've got everything. They gave me everything and they stood 
there and they told me how to do it. But li s ten ... I'm not a 
professional and if something were not ... if something were 
amiss ... (you wouldn't know) I wouldn't know. 
to do anything that would cause any problems. 
I don't want 
Is ... there are newer tubes even, cause I've ... when I was 
6 






a foley catheter in his belly, 
out and put another one in and then place it in 






S. and they've got a tube that you know, the doctor said, 
one can change it at all and she has to measure it to make 
sure it doesn't go in so much and it's marked and it's got 
another tube going up this way. 
We 11, they told us, Dr. G. says when you take it out 
(mmm - hmm) find how far it wa s in the stomach (okay) and mark 
it on the other tube (okay). It's all you do, he said. 
(okay) And then put it back in and that's all there is to 
it. And then this other little thing you take lose and they 
gave me a syringe and they gave me a bottle of water for it 
and that's to fill the balloon up. And I. .. I'm 
not ... listen, I have learned that I can do a lot of things I 
never thought I could do, but I haven't ... but I don't want 
to do something that may cause problems, so, I would rather 
show me and then I'll do it the next time. 
what I mean? 
You know 
Oh, yeah, I ' l l go in there and look and see. It sounds 
like .... I don't know why M. couldn't do that. 
Well, that's who's card I have and she said .. i s she a 
heavy-set woman? (un-huh) Okay. There's no way. 
Okay. 
Oh, 
So he doesn't require suctioning or a trach does he? 
I was gonna tell you about the pneumonia . I have uh, a 
machine that I can suction out his throat, whatever he calls 
7 
no 
the uh, (have you had to use it?) Yeah, I have used it. But 
it' s not one that goes down. It just goes into the mouth. 
DP: Okay. And does he need oxygen at all? 








let me ask a little bit of information ·a bout you and 
I've got a form you can just sit down here and fill 
and then, and then we can go in and look at that tube. 
let's see. You're marri ed, right? (yes) And how old 
are you? 
Forty .... forty uh, forty - four. 
Okay, and this i s your father. Do you have any kind of 
special religion? 
CG: Baptist. 
DP: Okay. And you're a schoolteacher. Elementary? 
You teach here in L. C.? 
you teach at? 
(mmm-hmm) Which school do 
(mmm-hmm) 
CG: 8. , a mile up the road. 
DP: Uh, so you've gone through four years of college, right? 
CG: I have my master's plus 45 hour s. 
DP: Ohh. Would you believe everyone else just about I've talked to 
has gone through the sixth or eighth grade and that's it. Plus 
46 hours? (45) 45 hours. Okay. Uh, roughly what is .... well, 
when I ask for income, of your father and your mother, 
roughly that you have to use to help take care of them, 
roughly what is this? 
CG: What is their income per month? About $1600. 
DP: Okay. Uh, do you have any kind of health problems? 
8 
CG: 
Diabetic or hypertension or ... 
I have Pericarditis and which is a heart condition. (oh, 
yes) (you're on medications for that?) I have just ended, 
well, one of 'em is supposed to be continued but 
I was on medication; I've been hospitalized for.it and I had 
a ver·y, very bad summer last year. Last summer was sheer 
torture cause ... and on top of that I had to have a emergency 
gallbladder surgery when they found that, they found that it 
wasn't my gallbladder at all, that it was my pancreas, so I 
had pancreatitis (oh) but uh, .... but al l in al 7 I get 
along. 
DP: But so far, like right now, you're doing okay? 
CG: Wel 7, I' 77 tell you ... I know you .... last summer I fell 
cleaning the bathtub and you know those sliding glass doors 
to the shower (mmm-hmm) when ·r was getting in my tub, 
sprayed scrubbing bubbles or one of those things (yeah) 
so I stepped into this and as I stepped, my 





the metal piece that stands up the tract, my legs scraped 
it; it scraped it to the point that I had a 14 inch bruise 
from here to here and it was 12 inches this way, which ended 
up as a blood clot, so I had to . ... a lot of problems with 
that. Wel 7, the ... that ... I was probably taken into 
emergency about 8 times with that, because what happened, 
one of the clots .... something broke lose near the lung and I 
had all kinds of problems and then I started having this 
heart thing [laughs] so 7 ast summer was ... I just didn't 
know if I was gonna live from one day to the next and I don't 
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know .... I'm a firm believer in the Lord and I just prayed 
constantly. I went back to work and the doctor told me he 
didn't want me to go back to work; to take a least three 
more months to try to get over the pericarditis, but I went back 
to work with restrictions on me . Okay. The whole time ... it 
was so hard cause I was taking care of daddy and mommy's 
health started failing, worse and worse, which I know it was 
the stress and the strain from losing her spouse. You don't 
live with someone 50 years and no longer have them to 
converse with and share joys or sorrows with and get over 
that just like that. And it was just about .... got my mom 
down. So any way, I just kept praying that the Lord would 
... I just ask him to give me strength to take care of mom 
and dad, you know, don't make me ... don't make me feel better 
for myself, but for the people that need me. I really feel 
that I was needed, although there's 10 children; mom and 
daddy have 10 children, I'm the one that's here, you know. 
I'm the one .... and I think I was put here for a reason so 
let me take care of them to the best of my abilities, so I 
got ti 17 I was you know, 
cause when I l aid down, 
I couldn't even sleep at night, 
it ... it was just like when you're 
heart was gonna quit and you couldn't get any air in your 
lung s and I was having a time, but I got stronge r and 
stronger and gained. 
part was all right; 
uh, I finally you 
believes it, but 
I had lost so much weight .... but that 
I gained it all back [laughter]. But 
know, you may not be a person that 





ther e ' s churches .... I have relatives everywhere that call 
me from long distance and tell me we're praying for you all 
and I just think that's what pulled me to my feet so that I 
could take care of them and uh, as far as my health 
problems, I've got 'em but I try very hard to over come it. 
You know, 
just ... I 
I don't know what else to do, you know . 
jus t do wha t I have to do and hope and whenever 
I 
I 
lay down at night, I thank the Lord we got through this day 
and I'm thankful that I wak e up in the morning. You know, 
just give me strength to get through this day and that's all 
I ... you know, that' s all you can do. That's all I've got 
to .. . 
Yeah, and I think that attitude's probably what's kept you 
going, cause a lot of people will just lay down in the bed 
and not get back out (un-huh, no). 
No, I have to ... I have to be thankful because for every 
inconvenience, there are three or four more blessings, and 
you just have to take it that way. 
That' s a good attitude. Okay, let's see. Your mother 
lives in the house with your father, right? (mmm-hmm) And 
you live next door. ( we 77 , my house i s there) but 
you basically spend the night ... (I live here) okay. So, 
then it's you and your mother and father. (mmm - hmm) (oh, my 
family ... my husband ... they s tay wit h me at night, but 
during the day when they're here a l o t, they're just back 
and forth). Okay. How many children do you have? 
CG: I've got two children. 







At night, we all stay there at night. They won't ... 
Okay. And yo u have a car. And you've got running water and 
a telepho ne and electricity. Now how long have you been 
takin g ca r e of yo ur father? Be a year in August? 
That's when ... that's wh e n it wa s f ull-sca l e , 
t hin g. 
full-tim e type 
Okay. Ho w many h o ur s per day would yo u say yo u s p e nd caring 
for your father? I' ve had some interesting answers. 
I think you und erest imate how many hour s you spend, beca u se 
you know, I would have to think long and hard because like I 
do this thing, I run over to my hou se and put in a load of 
clothes and come back, you know, and just sit down a nd 
actually put my time together, I don't kn o w . I don't 
know ... l et me think . I have ... for example, his bath. Hi s 
bath takes me 30-45 minutes , depending upon his shampoo. I 
have learned to shampoo his hair every other day, and not 
necessa rily when I give him a bath. 
d ay. I us e to s have him every day, 
I shave him every other 
but .... now that ... and 
now I finally got him an electric r azo r, cause daddy was one 
of these hard old-timers and that did this, and I u sed it up 
until he got another stage of the Parkinson's di sease put 
him in till he chews constantly (ohh) it' s like you would 
ju s t think he's chewing gum constantly. And that is another 
stage in the Parkinson's or at least that's wh a t the doctor 
told us, 
take hi s 
so when he s tarted doing that, and we've had to 
teeth out of course, it was very hard for me to 
shave him with his razor and I was cutting him and I 
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couldn't stand that, so I started doing him every other day. 
Well , uh, about two weeks ago, or so, oh, I started .... then 
thought, well, I'll use my husband's razor, because, you 
know, it takes a beard that's bee n shaved, this way 
a while to get use to a electric, so I started using my 
husband's and I thought let' s get 
and so we did. And with that 
an electric razor for him, 
now, I shave him every day 
with the electric and like I said, it's hard to get all of it, 
but uh, to put down how much time it takes, I'd say 45 minutes 
for a bath, it takes me about 30 minutes to shampoo his hair, 
because of the way I get him back into the tub. Uh, to feed him, 
feed him ... I feed him through the night. He's to be fed 
every uh, supposedly four hours, uh, so I fed him every four 
hours like the doctor told me even through the night, which 
is six times in a 24-hour period. Then, it may sound 
selfish of me, but it got till getting up at 2 and feeding 
him and getting up again and going to work at 7, I was 
getting very tired, so what I did, what I have done, and I 
found that it work s just fine, I feed him 3 1/2 hour periods 
through the day (mmmh) and I feed him at 9 at night, and 
again at 1. And I go to bed at one and I get up at .get 
up and feed him at, which is only a six-hour span there , 
(oh, yeah) so that gives me about 5 - 6 hours of sleep. (And 
he gets his six cans in a day); he gets it. But ... and the 
doctors told me that just like get 'em in, but you cannot; I 
have found you cannot put the feedings too close because he 
has not absorbed them and it's not gone through his system 
and it causes a discomfort, so, I ... it took me awhile to get 
1 3 
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me a routine or whatever like that. Uh ... and to change 
him, I can change him by mys e lf. I ... I've learned to change 
him by myself. I can get him up out of th$ bed and in his 
whee lchair by myse lf. I wo n't say it's not hard, 
I ... but as my so n says, I'm turning into a uh, oh, 
but 
that 
Rambo Sylvester Stallone character, Rambo (Rocky or Rambo) 
(Rambo, yeah) [laughs] Rambo rnom. And I used to ... I used to 
wa s very, not a very, 
but I've learned to do. 
very strong person (mmm-hmm) at all 
I think it's an inner st rength that 
you draw upon or something. I don't know, but I just whip 
him up in that bed and sit him in the wheelchair. But 
now it's very hard for me .... he has a recliner, he sits in 
it alot. There is a glider on the porch that I cover with 
uh, what was at one time, a mattress pad, you know that soft 
stuff (oh, yes) and I cover it with that. And I put uh, 
a soft cushion on it, and I sit him on there and when he's 
tired of sitting, I turn and lay him on there. 
So that he can be outside; we bring him out here. He sits 
there for hour s and hours and hours, you know whenever 
h e ... in the past few years. So we bring him out here as 
much as we can. But with this humidity we can't hardly 
bring him on the porch (mmm-hmm). But I. ... I. .. the hours 
that I take care of him, the waking hours, 
least ... cause if you jam all that together, 
hours a day, 
under ... because 
leave. 
uh, and that might be under 
I don't just take care of 
14 
I would say at 
probably 5-6 
.that might be 
his needs and 
DP: 
CG: 
That's right. I mean, I wouldn't be surprised if you said 
pretty much 24 hour s a day. 
Twenty-four hours a day as far as now 24 hours a day as far 
as your consciou s .. you're always thinking (mmm-hmrn) but 
you know, 7 i ke I have to set timers sometimes for my 
feeding s , you know, I've gotta remember this. But as far~ as 
if I were to take his bath and his feeding s and 
(physical ... ) and everything that I do physically and put it 
and time it, I would say probably close to 6 hours. But now 
when it comes to the times I just sit and talk with him, the 
times I rub lotion on him, just and just to be so he's not 
by himself; we try never to leave him. I can't stand for 
him just to lay in him room awake very long. Cause I don't 
want him to feel like he's a lone. I don't know but what it 
feels like I'm alone here and I can't get out of here, so, 
if he's awake and I'm here, he's out of there as much as 
possible, out of his room. And uh, so you ... you spend a lot 
of time almost to the .... just as a companion. 
used to do that a lot, but anymore she's ... 
See my mom 
DP: She's gotten sick to where she can't do that? 
CG: She .... she sits with him; she can't hear him. She's 
lost her .... her hearing is so bad that she can't hear what 
he's saying and I talk to him whether I understand what 
daddy's saying, or not, I talk ... I converse with him just as 
if we're on the same level. [laughs] Like I understand whatever. 
DP: Okay, I need you to fill out this form and this will be ... I 
usually ... I have been like I say with the people I've 
interviewed before, I've been reading this to them, because 
1 5 
they haven't wanted to read but you can read this. Uh, it's 
a family environment scale and it consists of 90 sentences, 
and all you need to put is Tor F beside it; just true or 
false. Only thing I need to know is when you answer these 
ques ... these ... when you put true or false, like it says, 
"family members really help and support one another", 
II it TS hard to blow off steam at home without upsetting 
someone and " be i n g on t i me i s v e r y i m po r' tan t in our 
family", you know, it's just general questions like that, 
and some of these are hilarious but, who would you consider 
your family? Who would you be thinking of when you .when 
you look at this and answer these? Probably you and your 
husband, r'ight? And your children or you and your mother 
and father or ... 




You know, that's my family. But I've got a big family. But 
when I answer these, I'm ... I'm referring or should consider 
only those of us who take care of daddy? (mmm-hmm) Cause my 
16 year old son, I said, I probably have the only 16 year 
old son that is standing beside his grandfather's bed at 
on Saturday night helping me change him. 1 : 0 0 
Oh, my goodness, you're right. Well, what about the other 
children? Your other brothers and sisters; do they help? 
CG: Well, my ... one of my brothers was just in from Florida, uh, 
if they're here, but (but they live out of state?) if 





mean, they do anything I would do. Just like, we just took 
a trip to Myrtle Beach and uh, 
up a schedule for everybody . 
while I was gone, I ... I set 
I had an aunt that came from 
Ohio and stayed. I had a brother and his wife that came 
from Ohio and stayed some time. And I have a sister that 
lives who's house I was hanging wallpaper with her today, 
she comes down, but see she goes to ... she's a student ... she 
decided to go back to school, so she's been going to summer 
school this summer, and she went through the fall, so as far 
as S., what she did, she would come uh, two days a week 
while I was working and then I .... I had a girl I hired that 
came three days a week while I was 




if I'm not 
here, 
don't 
I make arrangements for someone else to be here. I 
go unless there is someone else to do it. You 
understand what ... 
Yeah, yeah. Okay, why don't you just. 
So when I'm doing this, do I just consider my 
immediate ... the ones I don't consider the ones who come in 
and help me when they're around or do I just consider those 
of us that are here? 







This is Diana Parnicza. It is August 18th, 1989. And I 'm 
conducting Interview 8 with Caregiver #2. 
get and pretty much open ended questions. 
.help that you 
It's not like the 
true or false that I asked you before. 
one question ... and you just respond 
Let me ask you this 
from the top of your head 
and then I'm going to ask you some more specific questions, 
but it's looking at all ... what I call social support but all 
kinds, the different kinds of help that you get in taking 
father? 
Actually 
him. Okay. How do you manage caring for your 
I just give up everything else to care for daddy. 
You know, daddy comes he comes first, and then mom comes 
second, and my family comes next, somewhere along the line. 
But I do ... I have ... I have to take care of dad before 
anything cause he can't do anything for himself. 
Okay, uh, let's look at physical help. Who helps you do all 
the physical kinds of things, like bathing him, feeding him, 
cleaning the house, do the yard work, stuff like that. Who 
all do you have to help you? 
Okay, I bathe daddy. If I. .. if I'm working, you know, when 
I'm working most of the time, I bat he him. Now my mother 
you know, for a long time would help me or maybe she 
but she can't any more. [inaudible-fading out] So I do the 
bathing, I shave, I do the shaving, I shampoo his hair, I do 
all that. Uh, as far as the house, okay, 
we get him up out of bed when he's finally awake in the 
morning, and he's had his bath, he comes out of that bed and 
we keep him up you know, from the time he gets out of bed and we 
1 8 
bring him into the den or if it's nice enough, we take him outside 
we can lift him, my son, my 16 year old son, is just ... is 
indespensible to me. 
and do alot myself, 
He's really .... now I can hoist daddy 
but I do have this ... this hea r't 
condition and I had been back to the doctor a couple of 
weeks ago and I'm getting worse all the time, so I'm having 
to rely more on our son. Now in the evenings, my husband 
gets home between 6 and 6:30. 
can turn everything over to him 
except for changing his diaper. 
the can do ... [tape ends] 
[side 2 J 
CG: ... my son and my daughter, 
j.' my son, runs the sweeper. 
I can jus t turn it over ... I 
you know, 
They can do the feeding, 
my 12 year old daughter, 
I never run a sweeper; 
he does the sweeping in both houses and I've got a big house 
that he runs the sweeper in. Uh, S. does the dusting. 
She makes the beds; as far as the laundry, I do the laundry 
here, but my husband does the laundry in our house. I have 
trained he and my son to do all the laundry and my daughter 
puts folds & puts it away so I have a lot of help. I have to 
have help; I couldn't do it by myself. Uh, as far as the 
yard, I don't do anything to the yard. Now, I like to work 
in the rose garden and things like that when I can, 
but, uh, I never, never mow, never do anything like that. I 
never did; even before I. .. well, I use to. I use to do uh, 
when I was healthier, 
like that. 
but I haven't for years done anything 
1 9 
DP: Okay, what about going to the grocery or things like that? 
CG: Okay, my son does most of the grocery shopping as far as a 
list, but occasionally I will actually coerce my mother into 
go ·ing, just to get her out of the house (mmmh), and you 
know, sometimes I wi 77 go. But when· it comes to the 
groceries, it's my husband, my children mainly. And my 
sister; my sister and her husband run a grocery store and 
she frequently, mommy just gives her her list and she'll 
frequ e ntly bring those in. 






I do the uh ... I do the cooking, yeah, any more now I do. 
Now, my mother use to do her own cooking but since dad 
doesn't eat, she can't bear to cook (ohhh) it's ... it's just 
unreal what's happening to my mom. Uh, she won't eat unless 
we make her. I mean, she doesn't have the heart to do it. 
I just think it's losing daddy. 
was talking to someone yesterday, 
You know, I mean, I, like I 
we have daddy physically, 
but as far as a companion, mommy's lost him. She's just 
about lost herself also her health has 
plummeted. 
and raised 10 children and 27 grandchildren and so 
many great-grandchildren, which the love of their life is their 
family and mom you know, every Sunday my brother's and 
sister's that's far away, that cannot come and visit, except 





she ... she'll 
conversations with momma, but 
always go to dad and tell him she just talked 
to so and so and they said to give you a hug and a kiss and 
tell you they love you, and she does that but she's crying 
when she tells him, cause she ... you know, she don't know 
what he's taking in so much, you know? And to not ... not be 
able to share her children any more with their father it's 
just ... just . ... and like so many thing:5 about the house, you 
know, repairs of the house, things that need to be done, she 
will not, she won't ask anybody for anything. Things that 
daddy would have done. You gotta kind of catch it, and 
doing 'em your ... you know, 
feels it's her responsibility 
cause she 
you know, we 
have a hard time with her wanting to be independent and 
can't. Uh, my sister, she lives about 15 miles away. 
She ... she comes when she can, cause she also goes to school. 
She comes when she can and uh, if, say if I wanted to go on 
Wednesdays, my daughter has a lot of appointments 
and it's real hard during school time to do these, and 
she'll so many different things she's 
involved in, and I schedule 'em, Monday through Wednesdays I 
try to schedule 'em till they follow each other so that it's 
one trip (mmm-hmm) and uh, you know, I have ... I have my 
sister to come and be here and help do that. 
Like if you have to leave, you have someone to come in and 
watch him. 




to the doctor, if there's anyplace I have to go, and I can't 
and my sister's not available, he ... he is ... he's 
just ... he':s indespensible.' 
Uh, okay, so basically, he helps you with everything in 
caring for your father, it's your family and then you've got 
the one sister that can help. 
S. helps me. Now also, I have uh a couple, a I have 
a brother and a sister-in-law over in Ohio, uh, they come 
down every weekend and uh, you know they're here. They 
don't stay overnight or anything, but they come up here if 
we need 'em for anything. I have two brothers 
Huntington area that can come up. If I need 'em, 
in the 
like if 
mom has to go to the doctor, and I have to be here with dad, 
then I call my brother, one of my brothers and they will 
take her to the doctor and things like that. 
DP: So you feel comfortable that in calling them and asking for 
help? 
CG: Oh, yeah. I have one brother that ... one of my brothers 
just can't leave his job, cause he's a, his job is ... you 
can't even reach him during the day. He can't ... but my 
other brother is a manager ... he's the manager ... the 
assistant manager of the Huntington Water Company (mmmh) and 
uh, any time I call him, he's ... he just comes. But he like 
myself, has and he's just you know, about 
every 3 months, every 2 or 3 months he's laid up in the 
hospital for a week at a time, strapped to i.v. 's to his 
hand so it seems like in that respect, my sister that 7 i ves 
R. and my brother in H., and myself, and my 16 
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DP: 
year old son, we all have pancreatitis and we get these 
attacks that just lay you up you know, you're just a mess 
for about a week or two. Now, it's kind of ironic, but week 
before last, all four of us were having a pancreas attack 
and he ... he was serious. I was trying to go on pain 
medicine and function at home, so was my sister and my son 
was having a mild one. But now it was rough and I still, 
know, still real swollen, t i l l I feel like I've got a 
football in there. It's just ... it's familial out of 
10 children, there's 6 of us that has it. My father when he 
was a young man, but he never had it after his married life. 
Isn't that ironic? And (well your son has it) my son was 
diagnosed when he was I think 9 years old. We took him into 
a specialist and she was a, 
specialist in at Marshall, 
a stomach, children's stomach 
but I have a nephew that has it. 
He's been through uh, several clinics in the Florida area, 
Gainsville, there's a Gainsville, Florida, I think they've 
taken him to and his father has it. And my two sisters. I 
have a brother who's 
problems spread all 
so we have pancreas 
through the family and there's no 
alcohol involved; you know, at first they accuse you of this 
type of thing. 
Yeah, I know with me, it's the first thing I think of, but 
now, the ... this doctor in Gainsville from uh, a big clinic 
there, they're doing a study, a case study on this family as 
far as that, because it's rare they say to have it in the 




DP: Do you know there's nothing they can do for you; it's 
excruiating pain, to try to control the pain . 
CG: We ll, anyway, uh, I have he lp in a lot bf ways, and uh, 
DP: What about emotional h e lp, what about ... is there something 
you like to do, somet hing like you read or just someone you 
can talk to? What, you know, what about emotional h e lp? 
CG: I feel my mother's emotion a l help i s me uh, and there's uh, 
s he has a sis ter that's coming in from Ohio today, 
DP: 
CG: 
that's .. that's e mtional help for my mom. They're very 
religious; my mother's very religious and she has a couple 
of sisters that are extremely you know, just very good 
christian women and she can talk with one of them 
especially, cause she'll come and stay a week at a time with 
mom. You know, just leave her home and she'll just come 
over just to be with her. Especially if dad's in the 
hospital . Uh, or if I'm s ick; if I'm in the hospital , which 
I've uh, my aunt will come and she'll just stay. But as far 
as my emotional help, my hu sba nd and my son; my son's ... has 
I needlepoint. I love to sit and I do that 
often at night wh en I you know, I sit down and I quilt. I'm 
working on a quilt now. But I quil t . Uh, I read myster ies. 
I love murder mysteries. I read them when I can. 
Especially Agatha Christie. Uh, 
But all of that, the reading and the sewing, 
with your son has been 
and talking 
Yeah, my doctor told me, I use to walk and I got ... I got my 
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DP: 
leg burnt real bad, it's a place about this big (mmh) and I 
couldn't walk for six weeks, so that kept me from walking 
I never went back. I started again, and then I got a blood 
clot in the other leg and couldn't walk so, my doctor told me a 
couple of weeks ago I'm going to have to try to start walking ag a 
for my heart's sake. So I've started walking again and I 
had a pancreas attack. Could exercise and walking cause the 
pancreas to do that? Yeah, they don't seem to know what 
causes it (yeah, yeah), but is there any way that could 
cause an irritation or something? 
I don't ... I wouldn't think so but I don't know. I mean, I 
would think walking would be the best, 
best things you could do. 
you know, one of the 
CG: But after I'd walked about a week I tell you I ... just well, 
I still have so much pain, but I thought well, yesterday I 
started the exercising again, but, then about the middle of 
the night last night, I thought oh, god, I'm dying, so I 
don't know if maybe it's swollen and you 
know to do these type things, but [both talking at once] 
how it feels, it gets real inflamed and it's ... mine they 
said one time was about five times what it should be that's 
how enlarged it was. And it was just ... it was smothering me 
to death. I felt like I couldn't get any air; I couldn't 
sleep. And uh, I think, well, if it's swollen, if it's 
swollen, like you'd break a toe and it's swollen, does that 
mean it takes up mor e space? If it does, it only seems 
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natural that it'd shove everything a little bit tighter and 
therefore you would try to do exercises, it would cause 
problems. So that's why I mean, like I said, I started back 
yesterday but then I had a real rough night, 
DP: You might wait till the swelling goes down. 
CG: It might take weeks .... I mean, it takes weeks for the 
swelling to go down. Now last time, it was three night s 







I don't know either. I don't know. I just ... of course I 
was walking and exercising, too, 
exercise. But I ... I'm never bored. 
so maybe it was just the 
You know how ... (I can't 
imagine how I would be) I can't imagine cause ... they go 
shopping cause they're bored, you do this because they're 
bored ... I could never get in trouble cause I'm bored, cause 
I've never ... I can't imagine having free time. Every 
minute, especially when I'm working, when school starts, I 
have to make ... account for every minute cause I 
much ... I have so much to do. 
have so 
[fading] 
I don't uh, there's just so much. And like I said, my 
mother's health has gotten so bad and 
it's really like I'm taking care of my mother now. 
you know, cause she's .... 
She uh, 
Uh ... do you have anyone that you pay, 
you? 
that comes in to help 
I did last school term. She stayed here while I was at 
work. Uh, but she was very ... I could not ... she was not 
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reliable, so I'm in the process of interviewing now to work 
for me and also, a matter of fact, a lady comes tomorrow 
that I hope ... hope she'll work out. Uh, c:ilso, last year, 
I ... through St. Mary's, but I don't know if S t. Mary's gave 
me her number, this Hom e Health Service they have in C. (mmm-
hmm) they to ld me t hat L. C. wa s trying to sta rt 
that, and we could get in touch with a certain person, a nd I 
called 'em last year·. 
something started, okay, 
well, yeste rday I called 
They said they were trying to get 
and they would call me if they did, 
again, and they're having 
a meeting and they are .. they do have something going, but they 
don't know how it's gonna be worked out yet. 
DP: What is it? What ... 
CG: It's where there will be a through this home hea lth service, 
there'll be someone from ther e come into the home and stay, 
DP: 
CG: 
uh, from my understanding they will come and check the patient 
(mmmh) and uh, stay for a certain amount of time or something. 
I d on 't know ... I don't think their's is gonna work like C. 
C. ' s does . See C. C., they come in three day s 
a week and check and check on the patien t. That's what ... 
I know they have aides that come in and 
bathe the pat ients and things like that. Uh, if the patient 
has a cathet e r or needs any kind of skilled nursing, uh, and 
then the nurse comes every other week. 
Well, this nurse told me that that the three day s a week 
they check on the patient. 
the time that is ... 
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Okay, you might ... okay, it may be so me of the other home 
health agencies that do; maybe some of the private home health 
care. 
I don't think hospital, I mean, I don't.think it's like 
that . It's just like this is starting on it's own. It's not 
even in . ... okay, we have a L. P. C. C . (mmm-
hmm) they're not even affiliated with it. 
Where is the meeting and stuff, 
meeting? 
do you know? Where is the 
CG: No, she just told me they were having ... I don't think it's a 
public meeting. 
DP: Okay, okay. 
CG: Becau s e she said we're having a meeting the 22nd 
DP: 
CG: 
whether the patient will have to pay so much and how 
it was gonna be worked out, and they said they'd be calling 
me. But uh, when I'm working, I have to have somebody here, 
cause mom can't take care of dad, by herself. 
a nurse to take care of him. 
So I'm having 
But that's why you're working and then when you're out in 
the summer, you ... you ... 
And when I come home, you know, nobody's 
I don't ever have anybody here 
by the hour and I can't 
you know, 
cause I pay them 
DP: How much is that usually? How much was it last year? 
CG: I paid the girl $3.50, but see the nursing home 
pays $3.85 ... I don't know if they pay ... they start you out 
at minimum wage and they go up. I know one lady that 
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DP: 
$3.85 an hour, so if I pay 'em $3.50, that's more than I can 
pay, actually. 
Uh, okay, so like you say , you're inter v iewing; would you 
put something in the paper? 
CG: I put an ad in the paper, and I've had probably 15 calls and 
I ask specific questions before I even ... you know, that's 
what I t e ll 'em, I ask ' em these thing s I've got down; I 
want to know specif ically how they work with a total inva lid 
cause daddy i s ... if he n eeds to be turned, 
And ... everything needs to be done for dad; 
uh, I ask, 
you turn hirn. 
you do it. 
and uh, 
And 
no smoking in the hou se . 
Like this one woman had 
They have to be able to lift. 
.she sounded like she would work 
out fine, except she couldn't lift 30 lbs. so there's no 
need for her. But ... then I ask specific 
questions in the initial call when they call me . And 
then if they hav e ... if they are a strong possi bility, and I 
... I go back and I shuffle 
that' s what I did last year. 
I expect a person to be neat. 
usually 
And uh, I tell 'em, you know, 
I don't expect a per so n to 
come in here and feed my daddy and change my daddy and 
I have light household chores to do and that's what I want 
them to do. I .... cause it' s Just taking car e of dad's 
needs; a person could do that and sit down for two hours and 
not do anything else, so I leave a list of things I want 
done that day, and uh, I want them to be very compasionate; 
I don't want them to go change his diaper and say, oh, my 
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God, and thi s type o f st uff, you know, I don't ... that person 
i s going to have to t ake on my personality with him as far 
as compasion. I have l ear n ed that I'm a very compasionate per so 
And I ... a nd I d o n't think that dad deserves any l ess . Uh, I neve r 
in his pr esence t ha t h e doe s n' t see a s mile on o ur fa ce a nd 
he knows it. He knows when I'm coming. You know, like what 
mom sa id ye s terday, I don't know h ow , you can a lways 
because I'm a lwa ys s miling at him . [laughs] You know, you 
ca n ... I think ... you r ea lly don't know what's go in g t hr·ough 
their mind. You ha ve n o way of knowing cause d a dd y tries so 
hard to say thing s to us and . .. and he'll start out just 
well, I'm ju s t thinking this morning. 
that way 
And he'll start out 
so you've got to 
speak with him such as you kn e w what he was thinking and put 
some word s there and hav e a little bit of a discu ss ion with 
him. And not s how him depression. I think he picks up 




feelings and emotions and non -ve rbal b e havior and how your 
fa c ial expressions are. 
I think that we undere s timate him. 
And I'm convinced that daddy goes through periods of 
depres s ion. 
re a lizes 
I'm convinced that there's times that daddy 
trapped and there's no 
help. He said to my brother that was visting from Texas, 





my brother he would sit for hours just 
holding daddy's hand talking to me you know, 
and we just looked at each other and I started crying. I 
thought you know, that's r e ally 
Can you imagine being like that and (yeah) 
And ... that's why, that' s why I'm determined that it don't 
matter what shape I'm in, I will be up and around. I will 
be cheerful because you never know ... you never know what's 
going through their minds . 
I agree with what you're doing. you don't know, 
and therefore, 
and everything. 
you treat 'em and be happy and talk to them 
CG: I had a ... a aunt in 
boy I brought her out of that room and I r;pped her over the 
coals . In his presence ... you don't know what .. ~and and I 
told her, daddy and I said, he' s lost 
his ability to communicate with us but he don't know he's 
lost and I said for that matt e r, only by 
the grace of god, 
apoologized to me; 
go you and I. She ... and of course, she 
she didn't really mean to say what came 
out; she was just trying to say, daddy was a very 
intelligent man. He was a man that commanded respect, you 
know, you know, you just had respect for him. He seemed to 
know so much. You know, to raise 10 children and 
and to be a coal miner and to do all 
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that, you had to be a strong person. And uh, he just . .. you 
just have to respect that. And the way she said it just hit 
me 
DP: 
CG: Yeah, well she hadn't seen him in a l ong time and uh, but 
then again, I think what bothered me most wa s to say that in 





CG: We 17, we don't know. You know, they're saying that people 
like daddy, 
know that? 
they don't know and understand, but how do you 
You know, it' s just like years ago, people who 
were deaf mute or blind, Helen Keller, 
this person should be locked in a room, 
I mean, they thought 
and she wasn't able 
to ... s he wasn't able to communicate. That's wher e she was 
you know, a cripple. Who knows but what the same thing as 
cases like that and you know, you just don't know. And 
and when I say, daddy how are you this morning, and he says 
back that he's fine or he don't feel too good, in which he 
does sometimes, I don't feel too good today, I'm assuming 
that he knows what he's talking about. And I'm not going to ... 
DP: Uh, okay, you don't have anybody any kind of nurse or any 
CG: 
kind of medical person that comes in do you? 
experience with a nurse coming in 
Only that one 
We've had 'em three times. We've had 'em once that we pay a 
nurse to come here. Well, they thought, okay, one time a 
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nurse came, and what was it? Because he had a temperature, 
Medic a re paid for it. If there's the 
s lightest little thing, they'll pay for it. If he has a bed 
sore and it needs dressing. It's the st upidest thing, but 
she says, doesn't he have a bed sore or anything so I can 
write this up so you don't pay nothing? I mean, I'd 
rather just pay the bill. And uh, a s it turned out, he had 
a low - grade fever. And .she took blood. 
DP: Okay, so that was last year ... 
CG: No, she came because ... I called the home health service, uh, 
I called the number they give me when we left the hospital 
and uh, ... seems like he was coughing or something and 
rather than put him in an ambulance and take him, 
to see if a nurse would come and check; 
I called 
and she took blood in which they paid that. Okay another 
time I called and one came; we've had 'em twice, three 
times so far because there wa s nothing to justify 
m~ming in here and looking at him and checking things out to 
OP: Well , you 
everything. 
illness. 
find that with the whole health insurance 
They do not pay for any prevention; they 
and 
only 
Okay. Okay. What ... describe . .. describe an 
average day from the time you get up till the time you go to 
bed. What uhm .. . what pretty much do you do during the 
day? 
CG: I put 24 hours in a day. [laughs] I get up and take care 
of daddy now, not when I was working. (yeah) But like 
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pay f 
through .... like this s ummer, 
up to go to wor k at 6:30. 
I get up at ... my hu sba nd gets 
He wa kes me up and we change 
daddy. He always helps me take care of d addy before he 
leaves and I feed him. Us u a lly he's fed by 7. And then 
typically what I'll do, i s any type of quiet hou sewo rk I can 
do, maybe I'll c l ea n the bat hr oom, may b e I'll s trip the 
beds, he l p c l ea n my own, but I mea n, st rip the beds, usually 
I'll start loading daddy's l a undr y cause I h ave at l east one 
load of daddy' s every day a nd I sometimes, if we have a 
rough night, wh e r e he ha s wet so much that h e ' s wet his pad, 
up, if he's ba ck to sleep and my mom's back to sleep, I' 77 
go over at my house and do laundry or maybe strip the beds. 
Maybe uh, you know, do something at my hous e , like ... like it 
took me I believe it took me three days to clean my upstairs 
foyer closet. clean it out this s ummer; it 
took me three days 
in the foyer I 
cause what I'd do, I got everything out 
mean the hall upstairs. But even to 
organi ze , in which I love things 
to organi ze that, the way I wanted it, 
little bit and co me and do so methi ng else. 
in order 
I had to work a 
You know, maybe 
come over here and take care of something or take care of 
something her e or there, what ever. And then I ... it took me 
three days to get that close t put back together. That's 
things 
but I 
typical ... you 





hard for me to do 
that need to be done 
can't ... I 
to do it. 
don't often have 2 or 3 hours that it would take 
I have to stop .... it took me 2 days to clean the 
garage out. I carried everything out of that garage and I 
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was 
two days getting it back. But you know, it seems like 
during the school year I can't get things done like that. 
Things get messed up till I can't stand it, uh, I will uh, 
do laundry or I start if I'm going to do any 
baking, I bake a lot, right now I'm in the process of baking 
pies. 
morning, 
Uh, I will do that, bake those real early in the 
cause it's uh, if it' s something I can u se a mixer 
I will do that. Uh, I make or uh, 
like this summer I canned beans, put corn up and things like 
that, things like that that you can do before it gets hot. 
As far as cleaning house, I do very ... I do very little as 





you know, where you can't depend upon the kids to 
maybe one day I'll see how I'm gonna do this 
getting ready to wallpaper my 
so that may take me three days, you know. I just 
have to do things. I have found much to my dismay, that I 
can't start something like I want to, like I use to. You 
know, this is something I wanta do today. Uh, I'll have to 
stop and go change daddy, to bathe him, I try to get his 
bath done, everything done before 11:00 because uh, I like 
you know, I like for him to have the afternoons to be up 
and out of sleep, if he wants to. Uh, you know, I cle a n the 
refrigerator, 
the cabinets uh, 
I ... I .... refrigerators double, 
I do ... ! do the mopping. Now, there's not 
a lot of mopping to do. Uh, 
and the front porch ... her front porch. 
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my mother's kitchen 
Uh, at my house the 
only thing lin o leum is my kitchen. And one small bathroom, 
so. I do the mopping, like I said, I don't run the sweeper. 
Uh, I try to wash window s , sometimes I do two of 'em at a 
time, and then maybe be a week before I get ba_ck to another 
window, cause I got a lot of wind o ws. Things lik e that; I 
don't know, it's just . .. if you could imag in e trying to run 
two hou se hold s and trying to do anything 
and go on, beca u se in the mea ntime you've gotta be fi x in g 
lunch and you've gotta be feeding, you've gotta be changing, 
you've gotta b e giving medi c ine, uh, now I shampoo my 
mother 's ha i r . I've always done my mother' s hair, as far as 
styling 
her se lf 
it and everything, but uh, she can't shampoo it 
shampoo her hair. Uh, my 
daughter is a cheerleader, and uh, s he has to be ran a lot. 
My son does most of it, and I do very little of it, but 
I ... I help her with her hair and her clothes and things like 
that. Things like that. And ... and she ... she takes a lot of 
i t , and I tried 
especially piano, try to listen to her some cau se she ... she 




though I sometimes, ve ry rarely 
les sons 






and she goes to gymnastics on Wednesdays and she goes to 
ballet and gymnastics 
to piano. So I do ... I try to 






Like I said, it ' s very rare that you'd have a 16 yea r o ld 
boy at 1 :00 in the morning standing by their grandfather's 
bedside helping change his diaper, rather than out running 
around with drugs and al l, so, I thank God 
very He' s a stra ight A studen t and 
always 
school. 
has been. He has the highest grade average in his 
He scored the highest that's ever been scored on 
the CTBS test in Linc o ln County in years. 
he's a very caring . . .. he's very caring. 
he goes off 










Yeah. I just hope 










This i s Diana Parnicza. It is August the 25t h, and I'm 
doing Interview C with Caregiver :t:J:2. What I want to do this 
time today is just go over and make sure I've got some 
things right and everything and then you just tell me if 
it's right or wrong Or' add more to it and stuff, okay? 
Okay, let's see. You were born ... you were born here in 
Lincoln County? (yes) Okay. And uh, you've always lived 
her e ... no, you've always lived here in this hou se? 
Not this house, but I've a lways lived h ere. I ' ve always .. . I 
mean my parents live here. Dad bought this property in 
uh ... 48 and built a hou se, so they've lived here since 48. 
I lived uh, when I married, I lived uh, over at Pleasant 
View for awhile, not very long . And then we put a mobile 
home out here and then built. (Okay, so you've 
always ... )I've always lived here. 
Okay. You have, is it 8 brothers and sisters? 
There are 10 children; I'm one of 10. (okay) 
And some of 'em live within a half hour or an hour's 
distance away but then there's a few that live pretty far 
away don't they? Up in Ohio? 
Uh, I have three brothers in Florida (oh, okay) and one 
brother in Texas, and a s ister in Indiana. 
I don't know ... who was the brother then that was here the 
first visit? And sister-in-law? Where are they from? 
Ohio. (Ohio, okay) And I have a brother in Ohio. 
DP: Okay. 
CG: Two brothers in Huntington. And a sister in Nitro. (okay) 







your father. And it wasn't like a decision or someone said 
you do it, or whatever. It was just something that you 
personally felt ... 
I'm here so I do it. I'm the one that's most likely to do 
it because I'm the one that lives here. 
Okay, and you .. . and you live here because ... again there is 
no reason to; it's just that you ... it's what you've 
al ways ... 
I just never wanted to go anywhere. 
Okay. Um, you ... you have a job; you're a teacher. You've 
got your Master's plus more; 
Your close to your doctorate. 
plus what, 45 hours, isn't it? 
Uh, you do have some health 
problems; you've had problems with your heart, 
pericarditis and also, with your pancr ... pancreas, 
with 
with 
pancreatitis. And that ... you have good days and you've got 
bad days, basically, right? And when you ... you can really 
get sick, well, with the pancreatitis, but you still ... put 
caring for your father first, as much as you can. Now, your 
brothers and sisters are there to help and they do come 
and visit, 
lives in Ranger, 
father'. 
but like you say, with your one sister that 
it's still hard for her to deal with her 
She just It's from the very beginning. 
It's just hard for her to accept the situation, I think. To 
see daddy like this, she's still carrying? 
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DP: Okay, let's see, your father, he was a miner, right? (yes) 
)yeah. h e was born in 1908, that make s him 8 ( And 
And he has been bedridden since August of 88, right? Uh, 
and he ha s a G-tube that you feed him with. Or that he eats 
because he has problems getting pneumonia a lot. You do get 
him up in the chair, uh, you do have to take care of all of 
his 
him 
bodily functions when he e limina tes and, 
and hygiene, turning him, pretty 
and washing 
much 
everything you have to take care of. I mean, this has been 
going on well, it's a year this month. So, when you' r~3 
work-ing, then the days that you are working, you're 
gonna ... you have someone that will come in, won't you? 
CG: The day s I'm working, uh, last year my sister came and I had 
that came; she wa s scheduled to come three days a a girl 
week. Sometimes she didn't do that. But the days she did 
not come, my sister came. (okay) And when I came home, uh, 
they . .. my sister would have to leave in time to get home for 
her chi l d would be coming home from school, so it was just 
within a half hour or so before. And this year 
I've hired a girl that's supposed to work for me and I 
have hired her for 3-5 days, cause once again I don't know 
s.' is a student at M., she's decided to go back 
to school and I don't know how h e r sc hedul e ' s gonna work out 
whether she can be here one day or two days, but she 
wanted ... she will try ... she tries to be here when I can't. 
It's just like I have to on Wednesdays, I told you I have to 
take S. in to H. all the time because of all the 




I go. And uh, so, during the school term last year, she wa s 
here at least two days, and sometimes she'd have to come 
more if the girl didn't s how up. I'm hoping this one will 
be r f) l i able . And S. won't have . . . you know, I'd like for 
S. to come you know, at least one day a week (mmm-hmm) 
because mom n eeds that. And she comes to v i sit . you know, 
s he co me s a lot to visit, but to come and stay the day and 
tak e over for me. If I'm here, nobody does that. But now 
she use to try and tell me "I'm here, you go on home and do 
something. II And you kn ow I would a littl e bit, but it's 
awful hard living next door But she's 
tried 
Okay, uh, now your mother lives here with you. Uh, but 
she's not able to take care of him and you have to watch and 
be with her and all . And okay, so you live next door. And 
you ... but you sleep here. (I have a h ouse ne x t door) Okay, 
yeah [laughs] that's a good way of putting it . 
here) okay. 
(but I stay 
Like I said, I go back and forth, I ... I wa s over to the 
house when you came, I went over to get dressed cause I 
hadn't my .. got my self dres sed. And uh, I go over to do my 
laundry and sometimes if I have a l ot of laundry, I bring 
some over here and do it, you know. Uh, depends on how mom 
is. If she's feeling particularly bad, I ... you know, I may 
load some things over here. And I go home ... just like I've 
got to try today to clean some of my house, uh, about 
everything's been cleaned, but I' ll do the bathroom and I'm 
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down to the bathrooms and 
so you know things with my aunt here, I feel like I can just 
go over and clean not having to worry about ever 10 minutes 
checking on 'em. That's what ... that's one of the hardest 
things for me is knowing you've got something to do, 
somewhere else. And to know that ever little bit you've got 
to check on something here, your mind's not really free to 
Therefore, you take longer to do concentrate on something. 
it. (mmm-hmm) If that makes any sense. So, if someone is 
here that I know can ... they can get me if they need me or I 
don't have to run back right away to check on something, 
then 
job. 
I ... I feel like I can concentrate on doing my other 
Now, honestly, things that I do, you know, I told you 
about how my children and my husband do a lot of things for 
me, but there are things that I do. I'm the one who 
organizes drawers, and organizes closets, which I'm fanatic 
about. I'm the one to do certain things that nobody could 
ever do to please me. And it's ... it would take me months to 
get some of those jobs done that you know you can do in a 
day. But I just have to do it ... and like this whole week I 
have mostly just laid, cause I'm having a lot of problems with 
my heart this week, 
so weak this week, 
You know, 
I'm hardly can even change daddy I've been 
so, it's been a particularly rough week for 
so ... 
DP: Have you gone to the doctor ... 
CG: Yeah. I have uh, [fading out] 




Actually this morning I feel a lot stronger , but 
went up the stairs. 
stairs once a day, 
Which he told me I could climb the 
(slowly) I went upstairs to get dressed 
and I came out in the foyer, you know, it's kind of, it just feel 
like your he a rt's going to stop ... weakness, that I 
actually take deep breaths sometimes to get my heart going. 
And I don't think I really do, it's just that it feels like 
if I don't get some air in there right away, it' s gonna 
stop. (mmm - hmm) You ever have anything like that? 
DP : No, but I can you know, that makes sense. 
CG: I'd love to think it was only anxiety or something but I have such 
pain, you know, he uh .... I've got to have extensive testing; we'v 
got that all set 




and we'll go through that mess again, 
go through, but ... they may find 
CG: That's what I'm afraid of. 
DP: But it may be something they can treat too. take 
care of it. When are you going to start with these tests? 
Have you already started with them? 
CG: Some of them. But it .... 
DP: You mean, like an echocardiogram? 
CG: I've got to do that, and the treadmill again. They've 
already did some; they did the . 
DP: Well, probably all the blood work and stuff. 
CG: Did the blood, 
EKG. The did 
monitored it. 
and they did the uh, what's the one ... (EKG?) 
uh, well I did some walking and they 
(okay, I was gonna ask you ... ) But not the 
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so. 
treadmill ... cause ... I. .. it was just where I didn't walk any. 
They had me going up and down. I've never done that one 
before. Now I've did the treadmill last year. 
DP: I ... I wondered too, does it ... well , I know it causes anxiety 




but then, does even lead on into if you really get 
in the bed and you get sic k for awhile, who's gonna 
take care of your father, 
worr'y and stuff? 
do you have that anxiety and that 
Oh, yeah. Do you know that ... I have a constant prayer that 
I'll just get to take care of things ... that's all 
Just let me be all the things I have to be . Uh, 
I ask. 
because I 
know you know, I don't ... I don't know why. . how it sounds, 
but I feel that nobody can fill my shoes (mmm-hmm) and I 
don't mean to say that in such a way (you're not bragging) 
no, it's just that I'm responsible for so much, that I 
don ' t ... well, while we went on vacation, and I scheduled uh, 
six different people to fill in for me for five days and you 
know, when you do something that you get six people to do, 
then you say to yourself, who's gonna take over if I can't 
do it. (mmm-hmm) And it wasn't that one person could have 
came and did it, it's just that you wouldn't ask that of anybody. 
You know, I could ask my sister; she came and stayed. And I 
could hav e said, this is all I do, but you don't ask that of 
one person, because it's too much. Yes, you do. I'm sure 
that mos t of the people you've talked to will say to you, if that 
was me, I don't know what would happen to them. So, 
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DP: 
I ... that's wh i:"? r e I am , and rn aybe that's a burden that's on 
me that shouldn't because if something were to happen to me, 
it would be taken care of. It would be taken care of. 
But ... I feel I'm supposed to do it, you know. But I f ee l 
that it would be handled good, whatever it took, that 
somebody would ... I me a n, I'm s ure t hat they would all see 
to it that it was t a k en ca r e of. I don't think anybody would let 
anyth ·ing slide. You know, but .. . but like I said, I ju~:st . .. I 
just ask the Lord every day, con stantl y through the d ay and 
night, to just let me , you know, keep me well enough to do 
what all I have to do. Because I know how I'm n eeded. Mo m 
just depends o n me so much . And uh, feels guilty about 
and it it . .. her depe nding on me make s her feel guilty 
actually makes her s ick, 
hmm) paradox. 
so you see it's kind of a ... (mmm-
Um, okay. Talk a little bit about all the things that you 
do for your father, uh, and as far as the help, the biggest 
help is your son and your husb a nd. Uh, especially your son. 
But they're both ther e to help you with lifting him, they 
help you ... your son stays her e at night with you and they're 
there 
sister 
and the y 're a big source of support. 
that you can call on and you have 
You do have a 
thi s lady that 
you'v e hired while you work, to stay with them. You have no 
medical person that comes in here, no nur se or aide or 
anything that comes in here. The lady that you have to come 
in while you work, you're paying out of your pocket. As far 
as his medical bills and things, Medicare takes care of most 
of it, right? (mmmh) And like his bed and equipment and 
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CG: 
thing s like that. Uh, the church r•e a ll y does n' t ... you ma de 
a point the last visit uh, with ... I'm just thinking of the 
diff e rent kind s of h e lp right now, like one thing with the 
church and how they do not furnish any help. At the very 
beginning you sa id h e became s ick, they Would bring him 
food, which wasn't somet hin g t hat y o u a ll re a lly needed uh, 
your 
fri ends, 
moth e r, to this day, f ee l s like 
a coupl e of her fri e nd s from c hurch r eal ly he lpe d 
h er' a l ot, but after about so many weeks, they just kind of 
quit a nd that ' s been i t with the church (mmm-hmm) 
Mmm - hmm. fo r a long time they had weekly 
visits, uh, a committ ee ... what they do they have a ... I 
thin!-<: they call 'em committees and they ... they'r e visiting 
committees and they go to the ill, the one that a re sick and 
the ones that cannot come to church becau se of sickness. Or 
just all 
you know, 
the people like in the winter you can't get out, 
like widow s who can't get out and come to church; 
they ... there' s a committee that goes once a we ek to visit 
these people, and then there's diff erent committees go 
diff e rent pl aces and they just kind of take turn s but, you 
know, for months they came eve ry Tuesday to see mom and uh, 
talk with her and things, and . . . and uh, I d on 't know if 
it wa s her ... when she was in the hospital or see , she and 
dad both we re . .. at one time, n o w mother wa s in the hospital 
with bronchial pneumonia and my dad had pneumonia. My husband 
and I both had strep throat that went into pneumonia; we 
were all laying sick. Now mom ended up in the hospital; 
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that's what caused my heart problem or at least that's what 
the doctor said. (oh, okay) The germs settled around my 
heart (yes) and uh, since then my mother has had severe l eg 
pr,ob l ems, there's times she can't even get up, we have to 
help her up, so, that particular virus, whatever it was, 
left it's mark on all of us. And we have ... somebody had to 
come in and take care of us. Of course, like I said, mom 
was in the hospital, but even before she went, she was in 
bed for a week, and I was sick trying to take care of her, 
so my sister from Indiana came and tried to take care of all 
of Uh, I don't know ... it seerns like ... seerns like not 
lon g after that, the visits stopped, and it could be because 
we were in such a turmoil, that we were so sick that you 
didn't really wanta see anybody. I mean, you're so sick, 
that you can't get up, you know, and maybe ... I know at one 
point uh, they ask me, a group of 'em asked me, if it was 
... if my mother was uncomfortable with them coming 
whatever, exp lain ed to them again that 
my mother 
and I said to them, 
doesn't hear well, and when someone comes and 
talks to her, she's embarassed because she may not ... they 
may ask her or say something that she doesn't know. And so 
I. .. I have ... repeatedly said when you ta lk to my mom, you 





you know, maybe things like that. But now 
past ... this week, there've been two or three 
people call and a lady ha s came out. (from the 
Yeah, and I don't know why but the l ady that came 
said the pastor got up and said that he expected the people 
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to get out and visit the sick and they ... and he specifically 
named mom's family, you know, mom and dad. And I don't know 
why ... I don't know if uh, wel 7, they got a new pastor for 
one thing and he ... he use to be pastor up at the church and 
when we were still able to go to church, when mom and I were 
still able to go to church and he ... when daddy was .. when I 
he came was in the hospital, he came to see me, you know, 
and we had two or three times and th e n 
dad 
lf')e l l , 
in the hospital this last time, he came to see daddy . 
the pastor that's been up there's never come, not the 
first time. He's never come; n e ver called, nothing. And my 
mother a member of the church. So, the other pastor's back 
in, he came to see daddy twice this time in the hospital, 
and he told the people to get out and visit the sick and 
make a point to see the L. 's, and so, I said well ... I told 
her, I said, listen, don't come to visit mommy cause the 
pastor told you so. If you do not want to come, don't, 
please don't. She said it's not that, she said, I've just . . 
and I know, she lost her husband recently and she's been in this 
deep depression, she's a good friend, but she's been in such 
depression that she can't hardly so I can ... I 
told her, I s aid, I'm .. . I cannot say I know what you're 
going through, but I don't, you know, I don't feel as you 
need to apologize to me for what you're going through. But 
she said, I just want you to know why I haven't been in 
touch with you for awhile . She said I just ... and she said 
Brother Z. made me realize that I had to get out of this 
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and I had to go about people who were just as needy as I was 
and we can help each other. And uh, she said that she you 
know, that type of thing. But I thought it was kind of 
ironic that we were talking about that, I think last week 
(un-huh) and then I got a phone call ... well, that was 
Friday, and I got my first phone call and talked a long time 
to one of the church ladies and then I went out to the 
store, and I saw about three of em and they all just 
... course now, like I said, if you see 'em out someplace, 
they always come and talk to you and want to know how they 
are. And a lot of them tried to talk to my mother and 
father; she just can't understand them. And uh, that's one 
reason they ... they try to call when they think I'm here and 
then they know I'm so sick and the first thing most of them 
would say to me, 
to let you know. 
I know you're real busy but I just wanted 
So I think ... I think maybe they think that 
we, you know, are too busy, cause a lot of people don't have 
nothing else to do but sit and talk on the phone (mmm-hmm). 
I don't have time for that, but you know, I never let 
anybody know that; I always talk until they're talked out or 
listen. But I did get some calls this week, or mom did. 
So, I thought that was kind of ironic. 
OP: Yeah, it is. 
CG: They read my mind I guess. 
OP: Un-huh. Uh, okay, neighbors, you have one neighbor 
and ... but she's older and really can't help a whole lot but 
she has a son or someone who you could call on and you had 
to call on (grandson, she doesn't have a son) okay. 
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CG: She's the one s he lost her daughter and son-in-law, I think 
they were within 18 months of each other, and then a few 
months later her husband died, so she had three very deaths 
there in two years, that she just ... she's a mess. 
has a gr,andson that he is a ... he's adop:ted son 
But she 
of her 
daughter and son-in-law who died and he's out there by 
himself, but I didn't know it. But in the past couple of 
weeks, he's got ... he's working now, you know, where I 
could call him of the day if I needed him, he 's not ther·e. 
But like I said, through the summer, I've got my son. 
never even let him go you know, sometimes he goes off in 
summer visits, so, maybe my brother in Florida or my sister 
in Indiana, and he stays a week or something. And I ... I 
couldn't 7 et him go this summer. He wouldn't anyway. 
Because I just needed him too much. And uh, but as 7 ong as 
he's here, I ' l l be fine, cause he's ... he's strong and he's 
good ... and of course, my husband is home of the evenings. 
Uh, my husband is a reservist ... an army reservist, and has 
been in for 25 or 26 years (mmmh) and uh, one or two 
weekends a month he goes for drills. Which is like a work 
day. He goes ... he gets in about the same time he would if 
he'd gone to work. And then three weeks, although they 
adver•t i se it s pend two weeks a year, you go on training, 
he goes three c a use he's ... he's uh, he's an instructor so he 
has to go longer so that three weeks he was gone was rough 
this summer. 
of the time. 
Cause as it turned out, I was real sick, part 




but typically, unless it's something like that, he's home in 
the evenings. So I've got them, thank the Lord. 
Yeah. And that's basically it. Uh, and like you say, 
you're here all the time, and if you do have to leave, like 
if you all went on vacation, you have to find people that take 
care (I do, yeah, I get the family to come and stay and 
take shifts). Okay. Now, that's all the physical things 
and the physical help. Uh, emotionally well, we've ... the 
laundry and the cleaning and stuff you and your children 
take turns with that and the yard work, your children do 
that too. Emotional help, you talked about uh, you have a 
lot of problems, you like to needlepoint and quilt and read 
mysteries and things like that. And you do have some 
friends you can talk to and your son and your husband. Uh, 
you didn't mention religion, your faith or anything, but I 
see that a lot in you. Now, I see that as maybe a possible 
form of emotional support because a lot of times you say 
well, you've gotta have faith, you know, taking care of 
different things like that. But. 
But I never even thought to mention that, cause that's me. 
That's .... to me that's what gets me through the day. 
(okay) I am a uh, Christian although it's been very hard 
for me to ... I haven't been to church for a long time. But 
I. .. I hope and pray that my soul was saved and if it were 
not, I feel in my heart, if it were not for the Lord, I 
couldn't go one step to another. It just gets real hard and 
it's only by his grace that I'm able to go. And I felt that 
way even before you know, I've felt that way for years. 
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It's just .. . that's just me ... that 's just ... 
DP: Uh, now, when we looked at some areas that you would like to 
have help in or would like to see some things done and 
stuff, one was uh, having some kind of medical professional 
come in and ... once a week or every other· week something 
like that and just checking about it . And someone you can 
ask questions about, is this right or i s this wrong and I'm 
see ing thi s, what i s thi s mean, and someone who can like 
take his vital signs and check him over and see how he's 
doing. Another thing you said that possibly be a help would 
be some kind of support group, where people like you who are 
taking care of relatives at home, get together and talk 
about some of the problems and help solve them and things, 
also, some educational courses , people teaching you different 
things like that. 
[daughter S. talking to CG] 
CG: Have you met D. before? Thi s is my baby, s. [CG 
talking to daughter] 
DP: my daughter (rea lly?) 
DP: Okay, l et's see, okay, the two things, well two things, 
having a professional come and visit and some kind of 
s upport group and some kind of training uh , you felt would 
be a lot of help, but also, uh, let' s see, I've got 
intermittent caring for him . Uh, maybe we were talking about 
like giving you a break for a few days or something like 
that, but uh, I don't know, I don't know what that means. 
But you ... okay, with ... if there was someone that would come 
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in and spe nd a week with him, from ... uh, someone who wa s 
trained to do this, to go into home s or just spend a couple 
of days, with him and st uff, would that ... would you like 
something like that, like during the summer, for you to get 
away or anything? 
CG: You asked me that before and my ... my r es p o nse wa s only 
DP: 
family (that's right, that' s right). I would not leave mom 
and dad even over ni g ht, with someo n e outside the family. I 
would. . I hop e I ne ve r have to. You know, you may have to . 
But I don't know, and that goes back to my faith in my 
fellow man or trust, but, I uh, I 
And one other thing, I noticed that you're you know, your 
belief and your faith i s very strong, uh, you may ... one 
thing you made comment which I thought wa s important to me 
was that taking care of your father was a lot like taking 
care of babies, of your children when they were babies, but 
you knew that they would grow and develop and you could 
watch them grow and d eve lop, wherea s your father, wh o wa s, 
well, you said heartbreaking. Becaus e 
CG: Yeah, they're so similar yet so different, you know, you've 
got the similarity's in their physical care and al so the 
emotional care. You know, you're the one that keeps them 
smiling, you're the one that let's them know they're 
important to you. You're the one that puts all the hugs and 
kisses you can possible shower on them. And spend time 
with them. You know, I spend .I spend a lot of my time 
trying to be just where daddy is. Just like ... you know, 
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just like if I've got him in the den, especially on the 
couch, a 7 ot of times I lay over and put my head on hi s 
shoulder, you know, he' 11 just pat me, just to be with him, 
just to l et him know he' s not alone. You kn ow, that's when 
I ' 11 do a lot of something with my hands. And I try not 
even r ea lly to r ea d, you kn ow , I may re a d through the 
newspa per but a ll the time I'm r ea ding, I'm looking up to 
see if I can see ... if he' s l ook ~in g at me or if he look s like 
h e ' s got a scow l or someth ·ing on his ·face, I ... I want to try 
to l et him know he' s not in the room alone, cau se for all I 
know he may not even see that h e 's got a companion there. 
Uh, and my mother's the same way. We try to be ... we try to 
put him where we're going to be or where .... [end of side 1-
tape 2] ... I don't wa nt him to think for a moment that he's 
alone. Becau se ... he has made statements in the past year 
that you know, they ... they've just astounded me with his 
perception of his incapacities, you know? And by him saying 
things that make me think he's aware of times that thing s 
are all wrong or things or not like they use to be. I 
wond ered to what degree he doe s know and I would hate for 
him to think I am l ayi ng in thi s bed all day 7 ong, and 
nobody even comes in this room. I'm sitting in this chair 
and nobody even says a thing to me . All these peopl e in 
thi s room, no one ever says a word to me. I would hate to 
think that he was aware of that and we didn't address it. 
So, when he's in the room, and I encourage my children to do 
this, 
me, I 
if my children come in the room to say something to 
will often tell them to look at grandpa when they're 
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talking to me because he may think they're talking to him, 
and he may respond in some way. And they do. They do that 
a lot. And . .. and even though he may not be sitting there 
conversing with us, a s we are, I don't want him to think no one 
even cares enough to say something to him. And the words 
you say, in a room, a room full of people, or a room with 
seve r·al people, if you say something, it could be addressed 
to anyone in that room, I feel you s hould address it to the 
person who's l east like ly to just join in, you know what I 
mean? (mmm-hmm) You know, you can hav e a room full of 
people and if you're sitting there talking, and if you make 
a point to talk, I mean, you're just talking ... there's going 
to be somebody that's gonna automatically res pond. But you 
should be curteous enough to pick up on those people and 
address that. Mostly to the person you feel would be least 
apt to 
kind. 
respond because of shyness or inhibitions of 
So, I'll try to do that with daddy, so he'll 
some 
feel 
that he's a part of us. That he's still a part of our 
family, 
things, 
but we still talk to him ... I talk to him about 
what ... I have asked him, just yesterday I asked him 
what he thought about me doing s uch and such, you know, do 
you think it'd be alright if I go ahead and do that, and 
he'd . .. he'd say, well, I think that'd be alright. 
whe the r or not he understood what I was saying, 
Well 
I don't 
know, but he responded. And he knew I was talking to him. 
He responded as if he was talking ... I was talking to him, 
so you know, you can ... I think there's a lot of 
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CG: 
what ... it may be a combination of things, but that's just 
the kind of person you are. You're a very caring and 
sensitive person, and you love your father and you love 
your parents very much. I think that has a lot to do with 
it. 
and 
Uh, it could be the hope, you know, having that hope 
also it could be the fact that you're all 
very well educated and 
I have ... I have a lot of insight; I ' ve a 1 ways ... ( I was 
thinking of that) I've always been able to put myself in 
somebody elses shoes, you know, and you should put yourself 
in a sick person's shoes. 
DP: Have a lot of empathy . 
CG: . . . and it just ... it makes a lot of difference. And 1 i ke I 
said I can't imagine sittin' daddy all day in a wheelchair. 
never talking to him, never moving him, never looking at 
those poor little blue legs that they would be blue at one time; 
I can't imagine that. 
[end of interview] 
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